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ASReml in Practice 
Notes for invited talk given at the Australasian Applied Statistics Conference, Inverloch, Victoria, 2nd 
December 2022 by Arthur R Gilmour PhD, arthur.gilmour@cargovale.com.au 

Abstract 

The (hierarchal generalized) linear (mixed) model has proved a very useful tool for data analysis, 

especially in the contexts of plant and animal breeding, agricultural experimentation and data 

exploration.  After 50 years using these models, some issues continue to arise. The talk outlines recent 

improvements to ASReml and my somewhat pragmatic approach to some of the perennial issues 

including: testing fixed effects, fixed or random, alternative random models, dropping model terms, 

double hierarchal generalized linear models and an approach for handling large genomic analyses. 

Introduction 

It is 53 years since I commenced work as a biometrician with NSW Agriculture.  Before that, I grew up on 

a sheep/wheat farm at Boree Creek, was dux of Yanco Agricultural High School in 1965 and completed a 

B Sc Agr at Sydney University in 1969, majoring in Biometry.  I started work during the transition from 

mechanical calculating machines to computer programs, in particular writing software to fit linear 

models, now extended to hierarchal generalised linear mixed models, for my use and for use by my 

colleagues.  I am privileged to have contributed software which has facilitated the revolution in 

agricultural production through genetic improvement that has occurred during my career. I am still 

going, enjoying the new challenges that appear each day. 

The title of this talk comes from a paper I presented in Edinburgh in June 2018 celebrating the work of 

Dr Robin Thompson. I first met Robin in 1981 in New Zealand (where I gained my PhD in Animal 

breeding in 1983) and he is still contributing to the maintenance and development of ASReml (1996).  

More recently I have redeveloped most of the functionality of ASReml under the name Echidna (2018). 

Only one of the topics I will discuss today is considered in that paper. 

ASReml update 

ASReml is one of many programs available to fit (Hierarchal, generalised) linear (mixed) models with 

estimation of variance parameters using Residual Maximum Likelihood (REML). The core of ASReml is 

incorporated into Genstat as its main REML procedure and in the R package asreml-r as well as the 

standalone statistical package I maintain for VSN- International.   

ASReml 4.2 became generally available this year and is typically up to 60 times faster (hours ➔ minutes) 

than the previous major release for large jobs.  This gain is partly from more efficient organization of the 

computation (8 fold gain) and use of up to 16 multiple threads.  Make sure SLEEP mode is turned OFF in 

your systems POWER settings when running large jobs. 

ASReml 4.2 can utilize up to 256 Gb RAM (on computers that have it). 

VSN have implemented a cloud-based licencing system for ASReml 4.2. 
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VSN plan to release an updated asreml-R early in 2023 using the new core. Contact Darren@vsni.co.uk  

for access to the beta test release. 

In preparing for the future, I have also created Echidna which replicates most of the commonly used 

functionality of ASReml, has very similar syntax but internally is much better organised.  It is available for 

general use by ASReml licensees researchers in underdeveloped countries, and for non-commercial use 

in developed countries. 

The Mixed Model 

• The basic linear mixed model is  

  y = Xβ + Zu + e 

• where y is the response variable, X is a design matrix for fixed effects  β, Z is a design matrix for 

random effects u and e is a residual; var(u)=G, var(e)=R. 

• Widely used in many branches of biology because of the generality of the form of X, Z, G and R 

and extensions to hierarchal generalized models. 

• ASReml uses the mixed model equations to estimate the variance parameters in R and G, and 

the effects β, u and e. 

Multivariate Animal Model 

An ASReml user requested help fitting a large multivariate analysis.  He had 12 measurements of a trait 

FT with integer values 1:9, recorded on up to 22,905 animals with a pedigree involving 49,418 animals. 

The ASReml syntax for his desired model was 

FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4 FT5 FT6 FT7 FT8 FT9 FT10 FT11 FT12 ~ Trait + 

  Tr.Geschlecht Tr.Stockmass Tr.leg(Alter,-2) Tr.Ort_Datum + 

  !r us(Trait).nrm(progeny) 
residual units.us(Trait) 

 

where Geschlecht has 2 classes, Stockmas is a covariate ranging 140:169, Ort_Datum has 1052 classes 

and Alter is a covariate ranging 925:1668. 

The Client could not fit this model with the us(Trait).nrm(progeny) term and fitted 

xfa1(Trait).nrm(progeny) instead.  It ran for 20 iterations in 85 hours using 95Gb RAM. 

Since my machine only has 32Gb RAM, I trimmed the pedigree 

   Pedigree_FT_neu.txt !skip 1 !TRIM Phaenotypen_FT_neu.txt 2 !KEEP 4 

which reduced the pedigree to 30972 individuals. 

Now the model runs on 32GB PC (12 threads) 

xfa1(Trait).nrm(progeny)  22 iterations @ 11.3 min each  converged 

us(Trait),nrm(progeny)   220 iterations @ 8.3 min each  not converged 

   (but Echidna converged in 50 iterations @ 12 min on a 8 thread PC) 

mailto:Darren@vsni.co.uk
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Sometimes rrk().A +diag().A runs faster than xfak().A but in this example it takes nearly 3 times longer.  

The issue is mainly that of equation ordering (INFILL).  Obtaining a good equation ordering is difficult 

when a deep pedigree is involved. 

Table 1. Comparison of variance structures for the genetic matrix. 

 

Model LogL Param’s ∆ LogL ∆ param’s AIC 

CS -88176.7 78+2   176513.4 

FA1 -87760.3 78+24 416.4 22 175724.6 

FA2 -87609.5 78+35 150.8 11-2 175441.1 

FA3 -87481.3 78+45 128.2 10-3 175198.6 

FA4 -87444.4 78+54 36.9 9-3 175134.7 

US -87430 78+78 51.3 33 175177.7 

 

It is often difficult for ASReml to converge when fitting a (large) unstructured variance matrix (US) 

because the natural solution is likely to be negative definite, or at least have some very small eigen 

values.  In this case, the factor analytic structure often forms a more parsimonious fit and allows the 

matrix to be positive semidefinite. 

Table 1 reports the fit for a series of models with increasing parameterization showing that 3 or 4 factors 

are adequate in this example (basically analogous to 4 principle components).  CS is compound 

symmetry in which all (12) variances are the same and all covariances are the same.  The Factor Analytic 

structure is Σ=ΓΓ’ + Ψ where is Σ is the 12x12 matrix being estimated, Γ is a 12xk matrix of loadings (for k 

factors) and Ψ is a diagonal matrix of 12 specific variances.  For identifiability, constraints are required 

on the columns of Γ and they are (by default) rotated to orthogonality.  The specific variances are usually 

constrained non-negative.  In this case, the FA4 model has the lowest Akaike Information Criterion  and 

that model has 3 specific variance fixed at zero and one that is negligible. 

Fixed or Random 

• Fixed effects are independent and fitted to have maximum variance.   

• Best Linear Unbiased Estimates (BLUE) represent what happened (under the model) 

• Random effects have variance and often covariance, sharing information 

• Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) indicating the expected outcome if the 

experiment is repeated. 

• Historically, variance components were estimated as functions of Mean Squares 
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• Blocking terms fitted as random effects allow recovery of any inter block treatment information, 

and appropriate recognition of Denominator degrees of freedom of strata are involved. 

The declaration of a model term as fixed or random is often subjective being affected by the purpose of 

the analysis and the role of the term in the model.  In balanced data, it may not matter for testing fixed 

effects.  The Mean Square for fixed effects can be written as a function of variance components showing 

there is a direct link between the two views.   

Declaring a blocking factor as random allows any treatment effect partially confounded with it to be 

recovered.  It also allows ASReml to properly allocate Denominator degrees of freedom for testing fixed 

effects when the blocking factor represents a stratum in the design. 

If we are looking at the current effect of a treatment, we treat it as fixed; it is the Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimate.  If we want to predict its future performance, we treat it as random: it is the Best Linear 

Unbiased Predictor.   

Testing fixed effects 

• The F statistic is commonly used for testing fixed effects. 

• However in a complex fixed model with multiple factors and unbalanced data, the F statistics 

depend on differences between nested models and they are many possible orders of fitting. 

• The usual rules are: 

• A test is not valid if it is a part of a higher order term which is significant: 

To say Variety is NS when Variety:SowTime is significant is illogical! 

• A test may depend on what other terms are present in the model: HT and DBH may 

each be significant alone, NS after the other when predicting YLD 

• A test may be affected by what random effects are fitted. 

Fifty years ago, multiple regression was more common and the issue was order of fitting and whether to 

use SAS Type I sums of squares or Type III sums of squares. Type I is incremental sums of squares where 

terms are added one at a time.  Type III is completely conditional; each term is tested as if it was the last 

to be added.  Of course, neither is adequate. 

Now, linear models are much more complex involving factors and covariates, interactions, nesting and 

complex residual variance structures sometimes involving multiple strata (blocking and split plot 

designs).  To explore these issues, consider a random regression model: the increase in EMD relative to 

WT of 11795 measurements on 1782 lambs from 4 to 16 months from 5 flocks over 2 lambings. 

!assign VQa !INIT 1.3 -.01 .01 
!assign VQi !INIT 1.3 .001 .001 
 
emd  ~ mu age year wt sex sex.wt flock tobr aod dob, 
   year.dob year.flock sex.dob tobr.dob year.age year.tobr year.sex, 
   !r at(year,1).spl(age,20) at(year,2).spl(age,20)  , 
   !{ animal   animal.age   us(2 $VQa).nrm(animal) !}, 
   !{ ide(animal) ide(animal).age us(2 $VQi).ide(animal) !} 
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   residual units 

• Primary interest is to see how much of variation in trends is genetic 
• First identify and adjust for confounding sources of variation. 
• Initial tests: aod and all interactions    

 
We are analysing Eye Muscle Depth on lambs from 5 flocks over 2 years expecting the size of the animal 
effects is dependent on weight, sex, age and family.  There are multiple measures per lamb and the 
model fits an overall growth curve for each year and a lamb specific linear deviation from the common 
curve (some lambs grow faster than others). 
 
The analysis of variance table reported by ASReml is 
 
     Source of Variation     NumDF    DenDF_con F-inc    F-con M P-con 
  14 mu                          1      56.9 0.14E+06  4917.12 . <.001 
  10 age                         1     373.5  9456.68   166.65 A <.001 
   4 year                        1     288.2   191.00    19.64 A <.001 
  11 wt                          1    2322.4  8270.59  7596.01 A <.001 
   6 sex                         1    1453.3   357.85   357.91 A <.001 
  15 sex.wt                      1    1319.3   450.91   442.65 B <.001 
   5 flock                       4     138.4    10.91    12.16 A <.001 
   8 tobr                        2    1434.0    10.42    15.51 A <.001 
   7 aod                         1    1367.6    13.15    15.92 B <.001 
   9 dob                         1     734.7     0.40     0.08 A 0.774 
  16 year.dob                    1     694.4     4.48     1.75 B 0.186 
  17 year.flock                  4     247.5     3.21     2.73 B 0.030 
  18 sex.dob                     1    1444.5     1.18     1.51 B 0.219 
  19 tobr.dob                    2    1445.5     2.49     2.63 B 0.072 
  20 year.age                    1     130.5   123.89   124.10 B <.001 
  21 year.tobr                   2    1416.4     0.24     0.26 B 0.774 
  22 year.sex                    1    1336.3     0.35     0.35 B 0.554  

 
• DenDF varies 
• F-inc tests variation added by the term after preceding terms 
• F-con tests variation explained by the term if added after all but its linked terms 
• F values based on appropriate stratum variance 
• M column:  

• A terms should be ignored unless the related B terms are not significant. 
• B terms are candidates for testing. 

• Last 2 terms can be dropped 
• Reorder other B terms for next run 

 
First note that the Denominator degrees of freedom ranges from 57 to 2322, all values much less than 
the 11769 degrees of freedom if we omitted the random terms in the model. 
 
ASReml reports 2 Wald F statistics: F-inc represents the variation explained by each term as it is added in 
order to the model. Given 17 fixed terms, there are 17! possible orders and since none of the terms are 
orthogonal to each other, that gives a very large number of potential F values for each term.  However, 
to formally test an interaction, it must be added to a model involving its main effects substantially 
reducing the potential number of valid orders.  This marginality rule is also important in that typically 
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interaction terms are over-specified in the model and will subsume the main effect variation if fitted 
first, or else represent a regression through the origin if a covariate. 
 
The F-con values test each term as if it had been ordered as far down the table as possible subject to 
marginality rules.  The M column divides the F-con values into 2 sets:  essentially main effects and 
interaction effects in this case.  However, aod is put in the B group because it is not involved in an 
interaction.  The algorithm used to detect marginality is based on changes in degrees of freedom as will 
as the names of the components so that it detects non-obvious marginality. 
 
We may choose to simplify the model by dropping non-significant terms. We can immediately drop the last 2 
terms because they are not significant  in both the F-inc and F-con columns.  We would not drop an A term unless 
all B terms that involve it have been dropped first.   

 
To simplify the model and prepare for further testing, drop the last 2 terms and reorder the remaining B 
terms according to decreasing significance. 
dob year.dob year.flock sex.dob tobr.dob year.age year.tobr year.sex, becomes 
year.age year.flock dob tobr.dob sex.dob year.dob, 

 
The Wald table becomes 
     Wald F statistics 
 Source       NumDF DenDF    F-inc    F-con  M  P-con 
 mu             1      57   140000  4924.40  .  <.001 
 age            1     375  9488.58   166.04  A  <.001 
 year           1     289   191.20    19.52  A  <.001 
 wt             1    2322  8272.03  7602.61  A  <.001 
 sex            1    1455   358.65   358.42  A  <.001 
 sex.wt         1    1315   450.99   443.97  B  <.001 
 flock          4     140    10.93    12.23  A  <.001 
 tobr           2    1435    10.44    15.55  A  <.001 
 aod            1    1367.6    13.17    16.10 B <.001 
 year.age       1     130.4   125.82   124.12 B <.001 
 year.flock     4     252.1     3.37     2.81 B 0.026 
 dob            1     717.4     0.11     0.11 A 0.746 
 tobr.dob       2    1447.1     2.55     2.59 B 0.076 
 sex.dob        1    1444.9     1.57     1.37 B 0.242 
 year.dob       1     694.0     1.90     1.90 B 0.169 
 

We can now see the four dob terms can be dropped as they are all not significant (P>0.05) in both F 
columns. Dropping them, the year.flock term increases in significance to 0.010.  

• Now can drop the last 4 terms as not significant.  
• Need not rerun the model depending on the goal of the analysis 
• Here, the goal was to adjust for know fixed sources of variation when fitting the random 

regression model (random effects). 

Dropping Random terms 

• Depends on the purpose of analysis. 

• To formally test whether a random term is significant using the Likelihood Ratio Test, you need 

the change in LogL from dropping the term. 
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• If the term is small but represents an important experimental strata, you need to retain it, even 

allow it to be negative, to get the correct F statistic for fixed terms in that strata 

• Otherwise, if a simple variance component is small (not significant), it will have minimal impact 

on the fit of the model and so there is generally no need to formally remove it from the model. 

• An over-specified model may be hard to fit. Often ASREML will struggle to estimate all variances 

and covariances in a variance matrix which is large  (context dependent) because sampling 

variation has caused the natural solution is not positive definite but the default constraint is that 

the matrix be positive definite.  Usually the factor analytic structure is the best alternative as it 

allows for a positive semidefinite form of the matrix with fewer parameters. 

• An inappropriate model may be hard to fit 

 By default, simple variance components are constrained positive in which case ASReml will set them to 

zero if they go to the boundary, effectively omitting them from the model.  This only matters if the term 

represents a stratum variance as any F tests pertaining to that stratum will move down to the next 

stratum, usually giving them a higher Denominator degrees of freedom.  If the test is critical, then allow 

the component to be negative which would result in a higher F value. 

Often ASREML will struggle to estimate all variances and covariances in a variance matrix which is large  

(context dependent) because sampling variation has caused the natural solution is not positive definite 

but the default constraint is that the matrix be positive definite.  Usually the factor analytic structure is 

the best alternative as it allows for a positive semidefinite form of the matrix with fewer parameters. 

Spline terms in the Random Regression model 

• This is emd adjusted for wt 

• There is an obvious seasonal pattern 

• The change in LogL is huge (501) but the spline (seasonal) effect is very similar 

• Keep year.age in the model as it is integral to the definition of the spline. 

• LogL -10718.0 

Term      Gamma       Sigma       Z-Ratio 

 year_1.spl(age,20)      IDV_V   18  0.508163      0.848480       1.58   0 P 

 year_2.spl(age,20)      IDV_V   18  0.473663      0.790876       1.57   0 P 

year.age F statistic       1      10.4     0.29     0.29 B 0.604    (0.0411 ± 0.0766) 

• Pattern looked similar 

LogL -11219.0 

Term      Gamma       Sigma       Z-Ratio 

 spl(age,20)             IDV_V   18  0.393464      0.744762       1.57   0 P 

 year.age F statistic      1     221.8   125.73   125.18 B <.001   (0.1232 ± 0.0110) 
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Animal effects on intercept and slope 

• us(2).animal               5858 effects 

 2                    US_V  1  1  0.940874       1.57101       6.27   7 P 

 2                    US_C  2  1 -0.458997E-01 -0.766401E-01  -4.10  -5 P 

 2                    US_V  2  2  0.547421E-02  0.914047E-02   4.88   0 P 

 animal              NRM    2929 

•  us(2).ide(animal)          5858 effects 

 2                    US_V  1  1  0.832563E-01  0.139016       0.69   0 ? 

 2                    US_C  2  1  0.556968E-03  0.929988E-03   0.06   0 ? 

 2                    US_V  2  2  0.671096E-04  0.112055E-03   0.07   0 ? 

• Note Z-ratio  for the ide(animal)  terms are small: 

Drop its slope component: LogL -10717.5 

Drop both ide(animal) compinents: LogL -10717.7 

• Conclusion: there are genetic differences in rate of EMD change relative to weight. 
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Generalized linear models 
• Linear Models are a powerful tool 

When the data values have varying variances, we can weight them by the inverse variance 

• A special case is the exponential family, typified by Binomial and Poisson data 

where the variance is related to the mean. 

• For Binary data, a logit or probit transformation is often used to map the means from the 0,1 

interval to the real line (although 0 becomes -∞, 1 becomes ∞). Linear models are then fitted on 

this underlying scale. 

• Iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) incorporates both weights and transformation 

Fit y* = Xβ + e  

where y* is a working variable predicted as  X^β + (y- t(Xβ))/(dy/du)  

and the model is fitted using weights   (dy/du)2/Var(y) 

Generalized linear mixed models 
• GLMM are typically fitted by adding random terms to the GLM linear model 

• In a genetic context, many genes as well as environment effects are assumed to generate an 

underlying Normal variable,  but we just observe a binary outcome relative to whether the 

underlying variable exceeds a threshold. 

• However this doesn’t work for the ‘animal’ model because the animal effects pertain to data  

values (0, 1) which map to ±∞.  We recommend having at least 10 progeny in a ‘sire’ model. 

• Often, the means do not vary greatly, hence the transformation and individual weights do not 

vary much and there is little gain from the GLMM approach.  

Hierarchical Generalized linear models 
These models extend GLMM in that they fit a separate model for the variance (rather than assume a 

fixed mean/variance relationship as in GLMM).  These were developed by Lee and Nelder. 

Rather than assuming the random effects are Normal, we can assume a different (GLM) relationship.  

The most common assumption is that the squared residuals are gamma variables.  This is a further 

extension  where two models are fitted simultaneously (in ASReml, alternately in Genstat) 

• The mean model is a typical linear model, but fitted using weights predicted from the dispersion 

model.  

• The dispersion model is typically a GAMMA GLM fitted to squared random effects from the 

mean model. 

• ASReml fits the two models simultaneously as two traits, updating the working variables for 

each alternately.  Genstat oscillates between the to models, fitting one to convergence and 

using those results to define the other working variable and converging it to convergence. The 
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first trait is the data values and is used to fit the mean model using weights predicted from the 

dispersion model.  The second trait (called dev(y) for syntax reasons) is based on the residuals 

from the first trait and is used to fit the dispersion model. 

• To fit random terms in the mean model, we augment the data with records for the random 

effects to be model. 

• Cake example from Lee and Nelder:The trial measured 'breaking angle' of cakes made using 3 

recipes and baked at 6 temperatures. There were 15 replicates consisting of 3 batches (= 

recipes) a total of 270 measures.  

• Angle !GAMMA !LOG !DISP 1  ~ mu  Recipe Temperature Rec.Temp  !h Rep Rep.Batch 

.    270 data records + 15 Rep records + 45 Rep.Batch records  

• Simple case so just 3 variances to estimate (1 for each Section) 

Respiratory disorder data analysis 

Here we model blood pressure data with a model for the data variance such that the variance increases 

with age. There are 111 patients, 2 treatments, 2 centres, 2 sexes, 11-68 yo, 4 binary tests each.  We 

have an ancilary data file PatAge.txt which defines the Age of each of the patients. The data is 

augmented (internally) with an extra record for each patient. 

!HGLM HSection patient    # adds 111 patient records for dispersion model 

!CONTRAST  Main HS 1 0  # defines intercept for Mean model 

 !mbf MBF(patient,1) PatAge.txt !KEY 1 !REN PatAge 

y !BIN !LOGIT !TOT TOT dev(y) ~ + 

 at(Tr,1).(Main + treatment + center + sex + age + baseline + past + patient) + 

    at(Tr,2).( at(HS,1)  at(HS,2)  at(HS,2).PatAge ) 

residual units.id(2) 

Double Hierarchical Generalized linear models 

• Aim is to look at genetic variation in the variability  

     and allow it to be genetically correlated with the additive effects 

• !HGLM Hsection 

Yval dev(Yval) ~  Trait Trait.X !r us(Trait !init 1 -.5 0.8 !GH).Z !h 

residual units.id(Trait) 

• This has just 1 section of data.  dev(Yval) is the residual from the mean model which is modelled 

as a function of fixed and random effects. 

Large Genomic models 
The basic linear mixed model is    y = Xβ + Zu + e 
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where y is the response variable, X is a design matrix for fixed effects  β, Z is a design matrix for random 
effects u and e is a residual; var(u)=G, var(e)=R. 
 
ASReml became popular in genetic applications when u included additive genetic effects since it 

exploited sparsity of the mixed model equations and the inverse additive relationship matrix (A-1) 
derived from a pedigree is very sparse.   
 
More recently, attention has turned to the additive relationship matrix estimated from markers: 
G=MM’/s where M is the marker matrix and s is a scaling parameter such that the genetic variance is 
comparable to the pedigree based estimate.  However G is typically dense and this greatly reduces the 
number of genotypes that can be handled in ASReml since it is limited to a half-stored coefficient matrix 
with 2147 million non-zero values (66 thousand genotypes in the basic model). 
 
Two ASReml users want to fit the basic genomic model with around 280 thousand genotypes!  The 
subjects (people) are generally unrelated (in recent years) to the majority of the data set. 
 
The first step is to note that while the genetic covariances are rarely zero, many are very small and so 
little information is lost if these small values are treated as zero, greatly reducing the size of the matrix, 
depending on the definition of ‘small’.  In one case, using 0.03 as the value for small, the number of cells 
in the half stored matrix dropped to 876,321.   The number of cells was 62,274,899  when the cut-off 
value was 0.005.   
 
The second step is to restructure the G matrix as a block diagonal matrix.  The block sizes varied with 
75% of subjects in blocks of sizes 1 and 2.   
 
We need the inverse of each block to fit the mixed model equations in the standard way.  We can also 
look for a more sparse inverse for the larger blocks.  This is what I have attempted and will outline now.  
I have used correlations rather than covariances for processing the blocks. 
 
For each subject, we have a list of correlations (> 0.03).  Starting with the pair of individuals with the 
highest correlation, we form a chain left and right, joining in the individual with the next highest 
correlation, until there are no more to add.   This is potentially a severe process as it is just using the 2 
highest correlations for an individual and so some highly correlated individuals may not get included. 
 
Given we now have an ordered list of subjects in the group, I approximate its inverse using an ante 
dependence structure.  The ANTE1 inverse is tridiagonal like the inverse of an autoregressive matrix.  
The resulting inverse is very sparse and was able to perform a bivariate analysis of two traits in 1 minute 
per pair.  Genetic variance was found in 32 of the 62 medical (blood test) traits. 

• !CYCLE 2:63 
  $I ~ mu + Sex + Age + Region !r grm1(grmID) 0.003 

Results 

• The CLIENT supplied Sparse G:  Using it, we Identified genetic variance in 12 of the 62 traits 
• But the matrix not positive definite and the distribution of the variances and covariances 

looked implausible 
• A second Sparse inverse from client identified genetic variance in 19 traits 

• Values more plausible but it also was not positive definite 
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• I built the sparse inverse as described above and also transformed (SQRT) strongly skewed traits.   
• This identified significant genetic variance in 32 traits.  
• Bivariate analyses among these traits took 1 minute per trait pair. 

 
Obviously more work is required. Immediate questions are: 

1. Is there a better way to form the blocks? 
2. I have not yet fitted the model where the full inverse of each block is used. How much longer 

does that take? Does it detect genetic variance in more traits? Does it yield different genetic 
covariances between traits. 

3. There is probably a better sparse inverse which takes higher lag covariances into account; the 
traditional pedigree based inverse has inverse elements for both parents, so we would expect 
inverse elements between multiple relatives in some cases. 

4. This is based on using the traditional mixed model equations.  For the simple genomic model 
there are other approaches to estimating the genetic variance components. 

Conclusion 
• ASReml continues to support many users in fitting mixed models 
• I like to see applications of mixed models 
• VSN have contracted me to support ASReml (maintenance and development) and its users 

(training, advice, resolution of issues) 
• Echidna is a strong basis for future developments 

 
Contact me for further information on the topics raised. 
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